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Abstract Multi-particle entanglement is an important physical resource in
quantum information processing, and the larger the number of particles in
the entangled states, the more quantum superiority it can show in quantum
communication and quantum computing. This paper proposes two quantum
key agreement protocols using Ω states and six-particle entangled states. Both
protocols ensure that two participants can fairly establish a final key through
the measurement correlation for multi-particle entangled states. Since the pro-
tocols only use Bell measurements and Z-basis measurements, they are more
easily achieved using current technology. From the perspective of security anal-
ysis, the protocols can resist participant attacks and external attacks. Finally,
compared with some exising quantum key agreement protocols, our protocols
can achieve higher qubit efficiency.

Keywords Quantum key agreement · four-particle Ω states · six-particle
entangled states · qubit efficiency

1 Introduction

Quantum cryptography is a promising new field. Different from classical cryp-
tography, the security of quantum cryptography is not based on the complex-
ity of mathematical problems, but the basic principles of quantum mechan-
ics. Therefore, it is unconditionally safe in theory. At present, many differ-
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ent types of quantum cryptography protocols have been proposed, including
quantum key distribution (QKD)[1–4], quantum secret sharing (QSS)[5–8],
quantum secure direct communication (QSDC)[9–11] and quantum key agree-
ment (QKA)[12, 13] etc. In the QKA protocols, each participant contributes
equally to the common key, and no party can determine this common key
alone until key agreement is completed. In quantum secure communication,
temporary conversations and realize authentication in the network need to
be established. QKA technology can solve these problems, making it possible
to establish a common key in a complex quantum network. Thus, QKA has
important significance in quantum cryptography.

Using quantum teleportation, Zhou et al. [12] proposed the first QKA pro-
tocol in 2004, which has attracted a lot of attention from scholars. However,
Tsai et al. [14] thought it cannot be called a fair QKA protocol because dis-
honest participants can decide the shared keys independently. In 2010, using
the well known BB84 protocol, a successful two-party QKA protocol was pro-
posed by Chong et al. [15], which can achieve high qubit efficiency through
unitary transformation and delay measurement technology. Later, many QKA
protocols[13, 16–18] have been proposed. But most of the above protocols are
based on single particles or Bell states. In fact, multi-particle entangled states
have more general composition and properties than single particles or Bell
states, and are an indispensable and important resource for quantum informa-
tion science towards applications. Therefore, many QKA protocols that exploit
the entanglement of multi-particle have been proposed one after another re-
cently. For example, using four-particle cluster states, a more efficient QKA
protocol was designed by Shen et al. [19] in 2014. Then, He and Ma[20] put
forward a two-party QKA protocol based on four-particle cluster states. Un-
fortunately, these protocols often need to pay a high price in the measurement
of quantum states. For example, the protocols of both He et al. [20] and Shen
et al. [21] use measurement basis of four-particle clusters, which are difficult
to implement based on current technology.

In order to solve the problem of excessive measurement difficulty of QKA
protocol using multi-particle entanglement, this paper proposes two new QKA
protocols utilizing Ω states and six-particle entangled states, respectively. The
new QKA protocols only use Bell measurements and single-particle measure-
ments, it is easier to implement. Compared with the existing QKA protocols
exploiting multi-particle entanglement correlations, our protocols are more ef-
ficient. Moreover, security analysis proves our protocols can resist participant
attacks and external attacks.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes some
basics and specific steps of the protocols, and shows the negotiation process
in the form of a graph. In Section 3, which mainly proves the security of
the protocols. The qubit efficiency of the protocols is calculated in Section 4.
Finally, in Section 5, the summarize and a short outlook is given.
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2 Two QKA protocols based on Ω states and six-particle entangled

states

2.1 A QKA protocol based on Ω states

Firstly, some basics will be drawn out. The four Pauli operators are represented
as the following four forms of U -operations. U00 = |0ih0|+|1ih1|, U01 = |0ih1|+
|1ih0|, U10 = |0ih0|�|1ih1|, U11 = |0ih1|�|1ih0|. The four Bell states are defined
as follows: |φ±i = 1√

2
(|00i ± |11i), |ϕ±i = 1√

2
(|01i ± |10i). The initial Bell

states will change when Ui1i2(i1, i2 = 0, 1) operations are applied to the second
particle of Bell states, and the transformation between the four Bell states and
the corresponding U operations is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Transformation between the four U -operations and the four Bell states

Bell state U00 ⌦ U00 U00 ⌦ U01 U00 ⌦ U10 U00 ⌦ U11

|φ+i |φ+i |ϕ+i |φ−i |ϕ−i
|φ−i |φ−i |ϕ−i |φ+i |ϕ+i
|ϕ+i |ϕ+i |φ+i |ϕ−i |φ−i
|ϕ−i |ϕ−i |φ−i |ϕ+i |φ+i

In this protocol, the following four-particle entangled Ω[22] state is used
as the quantum source, that is

|Ωi1234 =
1

2
(|0000i+ |0110i+ |1001i � |1111i)1234

=
1p
2
(|0i1|φ+i23|0i4 + |1i1|φ−i23|1i4).

(1)

According to Eq.(1), when we measured with Bell basis for particles 2
and 3 and with Z basis for particles 1 and 4, respectively. The state |Ωi1234
will collapse to states |0i1|φ+i23|0i4, |1i1|φ−i23|1i4 with the probability 1

2
,

respectively.
Alice and Bob randomly generate 2n bits of key information:

KA = K1
AkK2

Ak . . . kKn

A,

KB = K1
BkK2

Bk . . . kKn

B ,

where Ki

A
,Ki

B
2 {00, 01, 10, 11}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and k is the concatenation

symbol. Negotiated common key K = (K1
A
kK1

B
)k(K2

A
kK2

B
)k . . . k(Kn

A
kKn

B
).

The negotiation steps are as follows.
Step 1 Alice prepares n |Ωi1234 states and divides all particles into four

sequences S1, S2, S3 and S4, where Si corresponds to the sequence consisting
of the i-th particle in all |Ωi1234 states, respectively. To perform the first
security detection, Alice randomly selects enough decoy particles from particles
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{|0i, |1i, |+i, |�i} to insert into the sequences S1, S4 and obtains sequences S∗
1 ,

S∗
4 . Then, Alice sends S∗

1 and S∗
4 to Bob and retains sequences S2 and S3.

Step 2 When Bob obtains sequences S∗
1 and S∗

4 , Alice tells Bob where
the decoy particles are located in the sequences, and the measurement basis
needed to measure them. Then, Bob uses the X-basis or Z-basis to measure
the corresponding decoy particles and tells Alice his measurements. Based on
these measurements and the initial states of the corresponding decoy particles,
Alice is able to calculate the error rate between them. Since Alice and Bob set
a suitable threshold in advance, Alice compares the error rate calculated above
with this threshold. If the difference is within a certain range, it indicates that
the protocol is in a safe condition. Otherwise, the protocol is terminated and
restarted.

Step 3 After security detection, Bob discards the decoy states and returns
to sequences S1 and S4. For the particles in the sequences S2 and S3, Alice
uses Bell basis to measure, while for the particles in S1 and S4, Bob also uses
the Z-basis to measure. According to Bob’s measurements of the particles in
the sequences S1 and S4, Alice and Bob can specify the corresponding coding
rules: |00i ! 00, |01i ! 01, |10i ! 10, |11i ! 11. After their measurements
of Ω states, Alice knows Bob’s measurement result HB = H1

B
kH2

B
k . . . kHn

B
,

Hi

B
2 {00, 01, 10, 11}, where Hi

B
corresponds to each of Bob’s measurements,

respectively. Also, Bob knows the form of the Bell states that Alice possesses.

Step 4 Alice encodes her key Ki

A
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) into a series of operators

Ui1i2 that act on the i � th particle in the sequence S3, then obtains the
sequence S∗

3 , where the subscripts i1i2 corresponds to the values of Ki

A
(i =

1, 2, . . . , n). Then, in order to prevent arbitrary external eavesdroppers from
knowing the true order of the sequence S2, Alice performs a permutation
operation

Q
n

on S2 to obtain a randomized sequence S∗
2 . Alice randomly

selects enough decoy particles from particles {|0i, |1i, |+i, |�i} to insert into
the sequences S∗

2 , S
∗
3 and obtains sequences S∗∗

2 , S∗∗
3 . Finally, she sends S∗∗

2

and S∗∗
3 to Bob.

Step 5 After Bob receives sequences S∗∗
2 and S∗∗

3 , Alice and Bob perform
the second security testing. The second security testing is the same as the first
security testing. If the difference is within a certain range, it indicates that
the protocol is in a safe condition. Otherwise, the protocol is terminated and
restarted.

Step 6 Bob publicly announces to Alice that the value of H∗
B
, where H∗

B
=

KB �HB = (K1
B
kH1

B
)� (K2

B
kH2

B
)� . . .� (Kn

B
kHn

B
). Since the value of H∗

B
is

known, Alice is able to obtain the final key by calculating K = KA�H∗
B
�HB .

Step 7 After Alice and Bob ending their two security detection, Alice
publicly announces the permutation operation

Q
n
. In order to obtain the

sequence S2, Bob only needs to perform a inverse operation
Q∗

n
on sequence

S∗
2 . Then Bob uses the Bell basis to measure the corresponding particles,

and based on the measurements and the initial Bell states constituted by the
particles in the sequences S2 and S3. Bob is able to infer the Ui1i2 operator
used, and can calculate KA and K.
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2.2 A QKA protocol based on six-particle entangled states

The six-particle entangled state[23] used in the protocol is depicted as:

|Ψi123456 =
1p
32

[|000000i+ |111111i+ |000011i+ |111100i+ |000101i

+ |111010i+ |000110i+ |111001i+ |001001i+ |110110i
+ |001111i+ |110000i+ |010001i+ |101110i+ |010010i
+ |101101i+ |011000i+ |100111i+ |011101i+ |100010i
� (|001010i+ |110101i+ |001100i+ |110011i+ |010100i
+ |101011i+ |010111i+ |101000i+ |011011i+ |100100i
+ |011110i+ |100001i)]123456

=
1

2
(|φ−i16|φ+i25|φ−i34 + |ψ−i16|φ−i25|ψ+i34

+ |φ+i16|ψ−i25|ψ−i34 + |ψ+i16|ψ+i25|φ+i34).

(2)

According to Eq.(2), when we perform Bell measurements on particles 1, 6;
2, 5; 3, 4 in the state |Ψi123456, respectively, the state |Ψi123456 will collapse to
|φ−i16|φ+i25|φ−i34, |ψ−i16|φ−i25|ψ+i34, |φ+i16|ψ−i25|ψ−i34, |ψ+i16|ψ+i25|φ+i34
with probability 1

4
, respectively.

Similar to the first protocol, Alice and Bob agree on the following steps in
order to get a shared key K.

Step 1 Firstly, Alice prepares n six-particle entangled states |Ψi123456 and
divides them into six sequences Si(i = 1, 2, . . . , 6), where Si corresponds to the
sequence consisting of the i-th particle in all |Ψi123456 states. Alice randomly
selects enough decoy particles from particles {|0i, |1i, |+i, |�i} to insert into
the sequences S3, S4 and obtains sequences S∗

3 , S
∗
4 . Then Alice sends S∗

3 and
S∗
4 to Bob and retains sequences S1, S6 and S2, S5.

Step 2 When Bob receives sequences S∗
3 and S∗

4 , Alice tells Bob where
the decoy particles are located in the sequences, and the measurement basis
are needed to measure them. As with Step 2 of the previous protocol, if the
difference is within a certain range, it indicates that the protocol is in a safe
condition. Otherwise, the protocol is terminated and restarted.

Step 3 After security detection, Bob discards the decoy states and returns
to sequences S3 and S4. For the particles in the sequences S1, S6 and S2, S5,
Alice uses Bell basis to measure, while for the particles in sequences S3 and S4,
Bob also uses the Bell basis to measure. According to Bob’s measurements of
the particles in the sequences S3 and S4, Alice and Bob can specify the corre-
sponding coding rules: |φ+i34 ! 00, |φ−i34 ! 01, |ψ+i34 ! 10, |ψ−i34 ! 11.
After their measurements of the |Ψi123456 states, Alice knows Bob’s measure-
ment result HB = H1

B
kH2

B
k . . . kHn

B
, Hi

B
2 {00, 01, 10, 11}, where Hi

B
corre-

sponds to each of Bob’s measurements, respectively. Also, Bob knows that the
initial Bell states consisting of the particles in the sequences S1, S6 and S2,
S5, respectively.
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Step 4 Alice encodes her key Ki

A
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) into a series of operators

Ui1i2 that act on the ith particle in the sequence S6 to obtain the sequence
S∗
6 . The subscripts i1i2 corresponds to the values of Ki

A
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then,

in order to prevent arbitrary external eavesdroppers from knowing the true
order of the sequence S1, Alice performs a operation

Q
n
on S1 to obtain a new

sequence S∗
1 . Then, Alice selects enough decoy particles from {|0i, |1i, |+i, |�i}

and inserts sequences S∗
1 and S∗

6 to obtain two new sequences S∗∗
1 and S∗∗

6 .
Finally, she sends two sequences S∗∗

1 and S∗∗
6 to Bob.

Step 5 After Bob receives sequences S∗∗
1 and S∗∗

6 , As with Step 5 of the
previous protocol. The second security testing is the same as the first security
testing. If the detection result is within the initially specified threshold, the
protocol continues. Otherwise, the protocol fails and starts over.

Step 6 Similar to Step 6 of the previous protocol, Alice gets the final
shared key by a simple heterogeneous operation, i.e. K = KA �HB �K∗

B
.

Step 7 After the second security detection, Alice publicly announces the
permutation operation

Q
n
. In order to obtain the sequence S1, Bob only needs

to perform the inverse operation
Q∗

n
on sequence S∗

1 . Next, for the particles
in sequences S1 and S∗

6 , Bob uses the Bell basis to measure the corresponding
particles, and compares the measurement results and the initial Bell states
constituted by the particles in the sequences S1 and S6. Bob can deduce KA

and calculate the shared key K.
For convenience, Fig. 1 mainly shows the transmission process between

Alice and Bob in both protocols.

BobAlice

Prepares                 states

      

After receiving                

conduct the first safety test
Sends

 

sequences 

Performs  Bell

measurements on 

sequences         
  

Performs    (Bell 

) measurements on 
sequences 

Calculate s
 

and sends  

Calculates the 

shared key     and 

performs       

operation  on 

Performs the second safety 

test, and performs Bell  

measurement on                      

to obtain      , and then 

calculates  

Sends 

Denotes the quantum channel

Denotes the authenticated classical 

channel

Z

! "| |n n#$ %$ ! "* *

3 4,S S S ! "* *

3 4,S S S

S

*

B B B
K K H&

! "3 4,S S S S

K

1 2i i
U

3 6S S

! "S S S S

! "S S S S

B
K

K

basis
basis

basis

Fig. 1 The specific process of quantum key agreement between the two parties
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3 Security Analysis

For the QKA protocol, it is essential to discuss its security. The QKA pro-
tocol mainly involves two kinds of attacks, which are participant attacks and
outsider attacks. Participant attacks are mainly the impact on protocol secu-
rity caused when Alice and Bob are dishonest during communication, respec-
tively. The outsider attacks are some attacks that a malicious eavesdropper
Eve performs in order to steal useful information. These attacks are divided
into intercept-resend attack, trojan-horse attack, measure-resend attack, and
entangle-measure attack. In this section, taking the first protocol as an exam-
ple, the details are discussed below.

Participant attacks

When Alice is a dishonest participant, he only can modify KA according to
KB . Since KA is encrypted by Ui1i2 operation and sent to Bob, Alice can know
Bob’s key KB . So Alice cannot modify KA optionally. Therefore, Alice cannot
decide on this shared key K alone. When Bob is an illegitimate participant,
Bob is able to obtain Alice’s key by measurement. According to the principle
of measurement[24], Bob can decode Alice’s key only after he has declared his
own key. Thus, Bob cannot modify his key KB according to KA. In a word,
both Alice and Bob are able to resist participant attacks.

Trojan-horse attack

These two protocols are two separate one-way QKA protocols. All particles
are transmitted only once in the channels, so the trojan-horse attacker Eve
cannot steal useful information from the particles sequences. In other words,
both protocols are resistant to this attack.

Intercept-resend attack

When Eve is an external eavesdropper who wants to perform an intercept-
resend attack, he intercepts S∗

1 and S∗
4 firstly, then sends the prepared se-

quences to Bob. However, Eve does not know the location of decoy particles
and measurement basis used in the sequences S∗

1 and S∗
4 . So the sequences

intercepted by Eve cannot successfully pass the first security detection. Sim-
ilarly, when Eve intercepts S∗∗

2 and S∗∗
3 , his malicious behavior will also be

found in the second security detection. It is easy to conclude that the proba-
bility of an Eve attack being detected is 1� 1

2m
, where m refers to the number

of decoy particles used in each security detection. With the increasing of the
value of m, the probability of Eve being found approaches to 1.

Measure-resend attack

When the particles in the sequences S∗
1 , S

∗
4 , S

∗∗
2 and S∗∗

3 are attacked by
Eve. Before the eavesdropping detection, Eve does not know which particles
belong to the decoy particles and which belong to the initial particles in the
sequences, and the measurement basis used. Thus, the measurement of Eve
will affect the status of decoy particles in S∗

1 , S
∗
4 , S

∗∗
2 and S∗∗

3 . When Eve
performs an attack, he has a probability of 1

2
to choose either the X basis or

the Z basis. Assuming he chooses the Z basis to measure the particles |+i,
|�i, he will have a probability of 1

4
to succeed. Thus, in the first and second
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security tests, Eve attacks fail with probability 1� ( 3
4
)m, where m denotes the

number of decoy particles used in the detection.
Entangle-measure attack

When Eve has entangled the transport particles in the sequences S∗
1 , S

∗
4 ,

S∗∗
2 and S∗∗

3 , then the transport particles are sent to Alice. When the protocol
is over, the corresponding auxiliary particles can be measured to extract use-
ful information. However, all decoy particles are randomly inserted and this
behavior of Eve will be acted on some decoy particles. Eve’s unitary operation
bU should satisfy

bU(|0i|Ei) = a|0i|e00i+ b|1i|e01i (3)

bU(|1i|Ei) = c|0i|e10i+ d|1i|e11i (4)

bU(|+i|Ei) = 1p
2
(a|0i|e00i+ b|1i|e01i+ c|0i|e10i+ d|1i|e11i)

=
1

2
[|+i(a|0i|e00i+ b|1i|e01i+ c|0i|e10i+ d|1i|e11i)+

|�i(a|0i|e00i � b|1i|e01i+ c|0i|e10i � d|1i|e11i)]

(5)

bU(|�i|Ei) = 1p
2
(a|0i|e00i+ b|1i|e01i � c|0i|e10i � d|1i|e11i)

=
1

2
[|+i(a|0i|e00i+ b|1i|e01i � c|0i|e10i � d|1i|e11i)+

|�i(a|0i|e00i � b|1i|e01i � c|0i|e10i+ d|1i|e11i)].

(6)

In Eq.(3)-(6), where a, b, c, d are the complex coefficients of the corre-
sponding states, and they must satisfy |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, |c|2 + |d|2 = 1. To avoid

introducing errors, the unitary operation bU in Eq. (3)-(6) satisfy the following
two conditions: b = c = 0, a = d = 1. However, when the above conditions are
satisfied, there is |e00i = |e11i. At this point, since Eve is unable to distinguish
|e00i and |e11i, Eve can’t get the useful information by observing auxiliary par-
ticles. Therefore, Eve cannot successfully perform entangle-measure attack.

4 Efficiency Analysis

In QKA protocol, Cabello’s[25] method is used to evaluate qubit efficiency
which is defined as

η =
c

q + b
(7)

, where c is the length of the shared key generated by Alice and Bob, q is the
number of qubits used in the whole protocol, and b is the number of classical
bits used by Bob to decode Alice’s key. In the first (second) QKA protocol
proposed, the number of classical bits negotiated is c = 4n, and the total
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number of qubits used in the protocol is q = 4n+2m+2m (q = 6n+2m+2m).
Bob decodes Alice’s key by U -transformations, so the value of b is 2n. Based
on the above analysis, the qubit efficiency of these two protocols are as follows:
η1 = 4n

4n+2m+2m+2n
(η2 = 4n

6n+2m+2m+2n
). In general, when m = n, η1 = 2

5
=

40%, η2 = 4

12
= 33.33%, The comparison between our protocols and some

other QKA protocols is shown in the Table 2. Obviously, these two protocols
have higher qubit efficiency.

Table 2 Comparison of our protocols and some exising QKA protocols

QKA protocol Quantum resource Measurement basis Efficiency

Chitra’s[17] Bell states Bell basis 14.29%
Huang’s[18] Bell states Single particles 25.00%
He’s[20] Four-particle cluster states Single particles 26.67%
Shen’s[21] Four-particle cluster states Single particles 33.33%
He’s[26] GHZ states Bell basis and single particles 33.33%

Yang’s[27] Four-particle cluster states Cluster basis 30.77%
Ours 1 Four-qubit states Bell basis and single particles 40.00%
Ours 2 Six-qubit states Bell basis 33.33%

5 Conclusion

It has been a challenge to design efficient QKA protocols using multi-particle
entangled states. In this manuscript, by using Ω states and six-particle en-
tangled states, two new QKA protocols are proposed respectively. By com-
paring with other QKA protocols that utilize multi-particle entangled states,
our QKA protocols only use Bell measurements and Z basis measurements,
which are easy to implement based on the existing technology. Security anal-
ysis demonstrates that our protocols are resistant to participant attacks and
external attacks. The qubit efficiency of these two protocols is also analyzed.
The efficiency of the first protocol is up to 40% and the second one up to
33.33%, which is higher than currently proposed QKA protocols. The proto-
cols in this paper are secure only on the ideal channel, however, they are not
immune to interference from noise. The errors introduced by noise still reduce
the information transmission efficiency of the protocol. Thus, the design of
QKA protocol under noise channel has great research significance. At present,
some anti-noise protocols[28–31] have been proposed one after another, but
these protocols are inefficient. Therefore, how to design noise-immune and ef-
ficient QKA protocols may be an important direction we should consider in
the future.
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